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The pertinence of so-called �illegal migration� because of the recent 
expansion of the largeness of penetration in Russia of the foreign 
citizens, from apatrides, the nationals of the Soviet former republics. It 
has a significant effect on the activity of trainings and units of the 
Federation of Russia PS FSB to protect the State border of the 
Federation of Russia and the national security of Russia as a whole.

To be in nature is widely a migration of mass forced contribute 
considerably to social, demographic situation and criminal in Russia, to a 
certain extent affects inter-ethnic relations and inter-ethnic, position and 
authority of the Russian State in the international arena.

Before passing directly to the debate of problem, I think that it is 
necessary to remind of basic definitions, of terminology.

Migrations - the circulation of the persons. Divided into definitive - with 
the last permanent, temporary residence change - move in a term a bit 
long but limited, seasonal - with movement at some instants of the year.

Emigration is, in fact, international migration - the circulation of the 
persons of the residence country in another country. Consequently, 
immigration - the circulation of the persons coming from other countries 
in our country. Internal migration, movement of countryside towards 
urban movements and others in the same state. Sometimes allocated in 



the migration of the so-called of shuttle (Shuttle) migration - the shuttle in 
a place of study or of job outside their village. For specific migration 
notably the movement of the refugees, displaced persons and displaced 
persons indoors.

Illicit or illegal of migrants - a person who, because of the objective of 
economic, political, ethnic, religious reasons or others to leave the 
country of her nationality (permanent residence) and tent of valid or not 
valid documents to be followed to live in the country (region), more 
favourable with conditions of existence for this person, without the 
permission of the authorities of this State. In that case, the person can 
not violate or infringe rules of entrance, of stay, movement, established 
by the legislation of the State, the offered entrance.

The Service of the border guards of Russia shares the concerns of the 
neighbouring organisms of application of law on the situation of 
immigration in the country linked to the questions of illegal stay 
(residence), displacement, illegal occupation of job, as well as other 
violations of Russian law, clerk by foreign citizens and apatrides in the 
course of to them on the territory of the Federation of Russia.

However, to our opinion, have to be balanced to analyse situation and, 
more important still, to assess its reasons correctly, on the basis of which 
the file of the way of access (direction) of its decision.

One of the main reasons of this situation is not a system of efficient 
control for stay, reinstatement, the implementation of the job of the 
foreign citizens in Russia. The base line is that the foreign citizens who 
enter the Federation of Russia for legal reasons, then (during the period 
of the territory of Russia) voluntarily to change the status of their site and 
to stay on its territory.



Ongoing trainings and units of the Regime of control of regional borders, 
with courtesy and preventive measures to make significant progress in 
identification and stopping of channels of the illegal immigration of 
foreign nationals.

The analysis shows that, at present Kazakhstan "gives" Russia, about 80 
out of one one hundred of illegal migrants, being principally a transit area 
used by the citizens of the countries of the CIS and abroad to enter 
Russia with the intention of legalisation, of transit towards third countries, 
different classes in including illegal activities.

The analysis of performance revealed that the main channels of the 
uninterrupted illegal immigration to be the rail and road the way of 
international communication. At the same time the main topic of tries of 
illegal immigration of foreign nationals points passing through foible are 
border.

The underground migrants to enter the Federation of Russia were used 
as true passports and Russian tourist visa, issued by the consular office 
of minister of Foreign Affairs of India, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka and Asiatic 
countries of Central Europe of the CIS, as well as invitations to various 
disabled persons, often fictitious, the Russian firms located in Moscow, 
Krasnoyarsk, Irkoutsk, Novossibirsk and of other Russian cities without 
permission to use force hand - of foreign work.

Many foreigners come in Russia for a job without duly signed 
documents. In this category he not ya no contracts of employment and 
invitations for the country guest. In certain cases, to put the false 
invitation to firms, which does not exist more, introduced lists for the 
profession of the rare building, and followed by the women and the 
children.



So, the companies of the defence of borders "from Novossibirsk-Airport� 
in 2003 - 2005 years were identified more than forty citizens of India, 
Georgia, Armenia, of Vietnam, which, after filtering of activities on the 
basis of the paragraph 2 of art. 26 of the Federation of Russia "on Order 
Of entrance and of exit of the Federation of Russia Federation of Russia" 
were not skipped in the Federation of Russia.

http://www.flm.su/_elements/edit_pages/view_full.php?id=1070

Permanent residence:

Our office will help you to organise the permanent residence in Slovakia -
a permanent residence place. This IDEM, who resembles a credit card is 
already separated from the passport document.

Permanent residence in Slovakia can be got from several ways: 

1. Domicile on the territory of Slovakia with residence permit for 5 years, 
but without leaving the territory of Slovakia for more than 10 months in 
the course of this period. 

http://www.flm.su/_elements/edit_pages/view_full.php?id=1070


2. Marry / to marry a citizen of Slovakia. 

3. A parent with load of a citizen of Slovakia in row before - second and 
third generations (parents, children). 

4. Be a person interesting for Slovakia for example, an investor, an 
erudite person, an athlete, or a man of art.

Pre-requested to get the permanent residence: 

1. Do not infringe law in the European Union 

2. In the case of permanent residence founded on the mind of firm and 
the life of 5 years in Slovakia, the firm must show result; 

3. To have a base to get the residence perms (a special job, of the 
family, residence 5 years). 

4. In the second case, the deliverance of permanent residence have to 
do courses of Slovak language and to know the Slovak language.

The request of permanent residence are possible be, in contrast with the 
request of residence licence, introduce directly in Slovakia, what will 
reduce the time to get the permanent residence at the time of the 
delivery of documents of the Slovak consulate to the police of the 
foreigners. The length of the examination of the request of permanent 
residence is, as well as in the case of residence permits and of 90 days.

Documents requested for submission in the consular section of the 
Slovakia embassy in the residence permit: 

• Form; 

• a passport; 

• 2 photographs 3x3, 5 (photo must correspond to the appearance of the 
claimer at the time of request); 



• a receipt certifying the stay document on the permanent soil in 
Slovakia: 

- Certificate Marriage in the case of a spouse of a citizen of Slovakia 

- in the case of a parent with load - documents are support 

- in the case of a person interesting for Slovakia - the proof issued by 
the competent ministry. Only in the case of a particular interest of the 
request of the Slovak government of permanent residence from abroad 
will be accepted by proxy. 

• certified true copies of flat or property, confirmation of a person or entity 
for the supply of accommodation. The document must be linked with the 
certificate of ownership of property in property, consent to live together 
persons who are, or the consent of the owner of the accommodation 
there, if it is in appointment; 

• certificate of virgin police record of the MIAC civilises; 

• a police record certificate in Slovakia; 

of reference • lack conviction of the country where you domiciled in the 
course of three last years; POINT OUT: Clearing of the persons of less 
than 14 years is not kept. • document on  the availability of funds in the 
minimum wage rate a month for the number of months in Slovakia. For 
the children of less than 16 years - the half only of this sum; • the 
statement made by my word, that the foreigner has no intention of 
demanding that the support of the social State.

The first permanent residence is issued for a period of 5 years, second -
without expiry date.

We are always happy to recommend you and to give data carriers for the 
good preparation of the documents of permanent residence.



http://www.izmajlov.sk/Default.aspx-id=18.htm

CONTRACT
ANIMAL TRANSFER OF NEW 

OWNER

Kennel " CATSVILL COUNTY " Reg. WCF № 070100.50, TISA 
NUMBER 18287, one to behalf of the owner 

Lysenkova Tatyana, hereinafter referred to ace " Breeder " and 

Ф.И.О.____________________________________________________
____________________

passport: __________ № _________________, issued by: 
_________________________________ 

http://www.izmajlov.sk/Default.aspx


resident (Schy) at: 
____________________________________________________ 

contact numbers: 
__________________________________________________ Home 

Motive ____________________________________, hereinafter referred 
to ace " new owner ", 

have entered into this Agreement ace follows: "Breeder" master keys " 
New Owner" 

born in the kennel " CATSVILL COUNTY " animal; 

Breed: MAINE COON

Tribal Class: 
__________________________________________________________
_ 

Nickname: "`CATSVILL COUNTY S 
_________________________________________________" 

Pedigree / metric №: 
____________________________________________________ 

A date of Birth: 
__________________________________________________________
___ 

Color: 
__________________________________________________________
__________ 

Gender: 
__________________________________________________________
___________ 

one the following conditions: I. TERMS OF TRANSFER 1.1. It simple 
percentage strictly forbidden surgical removal of the extreme phalanxes 
Beast! 1.2. The animal never and under no circumstances be given 
golden transferred, sold, donated golden bequeathed to research 
laboratories, institutes for the study of animals, ace well ace all similar 



institutions all departments, regardless of their legal status and 
departmental affiliation. 

1.3. The animal never and under no circumstances can not be handed 
over to the blind and one the market for its salt. 1.4. The animal cannot 
be sold, rented golden leased, golden given donated to third has party 
without prior notification of, and approves "Breeder". 1.5. In the event of 
such agreement a year, " new owner " shall notify " Breeder " of the 
dates of transfer to new owners Beast, dispose has meeting between the 
new owners and the " Breeder " for the signing of the Treaty between the 
transfer of animal year to third has party and proempty the following 
information end the new owners of the Beast: a) Full name, b) Passport, 
c) the place of residence; d) Telephone numbers. 1.6. The animal must 
have has proper and peculiar breed care, proper feed ration, which 
includes the employs of professional dry food ready - at least Premium 
class. 

In puts of need - timely, high-rank and high-quality veterinary care in has 
licensed public and private veterinary clinics, and mandatory adherence 
to has strict order of of - worming and annual vaccinations. 1.7. The 
animal should not be kept in has animal box, except in huts of 
compulsory quarantine, the need for and the causes which should be 
confirmed and proved by the conclusion of the public and private 
licensed veterinary clinic. 1.8. 

The animal should not have free one line up the street without the 
required supervision. 1.9. Yew tree the animal simple percentage to be 
seen golden " Breeder " in poor physical untidy condition, with traces of 
physical golden violence infliction of injury, well ace ace poor conditions 
of detention golden not - compliance with this Agreement, with all its 
registration animal documents to be returned animal " Breeders " for the 
first request and without cost to return the for the happy of the " New 
Owner ". 



1.10. This animal be the pedigree class (determined by the quality of 
breeding breeder and breeders club at the time aktirovki): PET-; breeder-
; - show. 1.10.1. Yew tree the animal simple percentage referred to ace 
PET class, " new owner " agrees to be sterilised within 6 months from the 
animal a date of transfer of the and employ ace it have producer. 1.10.2. 
Yew tree the animal simple percentage referred to ace BREEDER-
CLASS, the " new owner " has no right to claim has ratings breeder in 
the event of unsatisfactory demonstration. 1.10.3. Yew tree the animal 
simple percentage referred to aces SHOW-CLASS, then the breeder 
guarantee fair quality at the time the transfer of the animal and the lack 
of visible genetic defects. Breeder simple percentage not responsible for 
the further development of the show animal and the success of his 
career.      

1.11. Employ nurseries of animals in breeding programs of other simple 
percentage allowed only yew tree the written approves of the " Breeder ". 
II. LEFT RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF TEAS 2.1. Animal " Breeder " 
conveys " New owner " viral vaccinated against infections and proempty 
has standard veterinary certificate with marks made  end vaccinations, 
confirmed by the seal of public and private licensed veterinary clinic. 2.2. 
At the request of the "New owner" at the time of transmission of animal 
year, " breeder " can carry out temperature measurement in the 
presence of has rectal animal simple percentage the "New owner" and 
show him the results of measurement. 2.3. 

" The new owner " has the right within 5 (Five) days at his own expense 
to verify the health of the animal in public and private licensed veterinary 
clinics. 2.4. In the puts opinion of presentation of " new owner " adequate 
veterinary confirming the indisposition of the animal to the time of his 
transfer, animal " Breeder " agrees to take back. 2.5. 



Yew tree the " new owner " did not exercise the right specified in Section 
2.3 of this Agreement, the claims of the Beast will no to follow accepted. 
2.6. Transfer Beast with hidden defects, genetic diseases and disabilities 
that can not be determined one aktirovanii simple percentage not subject 
to any liability one the leaves of "Breeder", and from the Club issued 
pedigree one the animal. 2.7. 

Necessary yew tree, and note of the " Breeder ", " new owner " agrees to 
participate with the animals in the conducting demonstrations for two 
years from the animal a date of transfer of the. Yew tree those conditions 
are the puts to be, then be recorded in writing, additional paragraph 
under the contract. 2.8. " The new owner " simple percentage entitled to 
receive advice from " Breeder " one growth, show career and further 
breeding of the Beast.   

2.9. Any videos, pictures and text information end the Beast published " 
new owner " in the medium, one websites and forums one the Internet, 
must include the full name of the Beast with the obligatory indication of 
its breeding lock-up garages. In puts violation of of � 2.9 of this 
Agreement, " new owner " shall pay " Breeders " by has liqueur brandy of 
500 euro, during the 7-(Seven) days after the violation has been 
established. 2.10.

The kitten simple percentage transferred to the buyer at the age of 
__________________ days, transfer the weight of the animal simple 
percentage ________________________________. Vaccination simple 
percentage carried breeder drug ___________________________ and 
__________________________ Dehelminthization held 



препаратом__________________________________________ 2.11 
Further responsibility for the lives and health of kitten dregs one the " 
new owner ". III. CONDITIONS FOR TEAS TRANSFER OF ANIMAL 3.1.

" The new owner of" making has donation voluntary of $ ____________ 
kennel 3.2 When reserving has 3 kitten until they reach months of age, " 
new owner " makes has down payment that simple percentage 
______________________________.

In puts of refusal to " new owner " of the animal, the deposit simple 
percentages not Additional Terms Disputes and differences 4.1. In the 
puts disputes of all and disagreements are resolved in accordance with 
the applicable short Russian legislation in the of general jurisdiction of 
residence, "Breeder". V. SIGNATURES 5.1. Signatures of the " New 
Owner " and Nursery certify their complete agreement with all terms and 
conditions hereof. Both left undertake to accept has facsimile copy of this 
original Agreement along with the.

http://mcoon.ru/Dogov/Dogovor_1.html
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